
 

Why does ‘Heating/Cooling loads summary’ icon not display the results in VistaPro 

after performing CIBSE loads calculations? 

 

This is a function in VistaPro that has not yet been implemented, we should have the quick access 

heat loads options working later on this year.  However, for now the results are all there for 

selection and you just need to choose the variables you are interested in from the list of variables in 

VistaPro and then select the appropriate charting tool – this allows viewing the same results in 

different formats e.g chart, peak table, peak day.  

 

 



 

The most appropriate tool to view your cooling loads would be a peak time table . This however, 

is only available for cooling loads. Heating loads can be conveniently viewed in a tabular format .   

However if multiple rooms are selected the results table can get unclear, because the rooms are 

listed in a row instead of a column. To work that around you can click on Analysis tab and choose the 

Peak time table option – the rooms will be now displayed in a column and the results can be viewed 

clearly.   

 

 

There is also a variables pre-set list created in VistaPro with some standard variable sets available to 

choose from. They include ‘Heating loads (simple)’ and ‘Cooling loads (simple)’ which display the 

same variable sets as the ‘Heating/Cooling loads summery’ option on the quick access toolbar. The 

‘Heating loads’ and ‘Cooling loads’ are room variables and are available when a room is selected.    



 

 

You can also create your own pre-set of variables to quickly access the results that you are typically 

interested in.  To create your own selection of variables you need to click on the variables you want 

to include in your pre-set and choose ‘Save preset’ from a drop-down list under the selected 

variables icon (see image below). You can find more information about creating pre-sets in VistaPro 

user guide (available on the website https://www.iesve.com/support/userguides).   

 

Your custom selection pre-sets will be added to the list of the existing ones and can be accessed by 

clicking on the drop-down arrow next to selected variables icon.  

https://www.iesve.com/support/userguides


 

 

 


